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SOUTHWEST RESEARCH AND INFORMATION CENTER
P.O. Box 4524

Albuquerque, NM 87106

505-282-1882 FAX: 505-282-1864

November 2, 200 J
Steve Zappe
New Mexico Environment Department
2905 Rodeo Park Drive, Building 1
Santa Fe, NM 87505
Dear Steve,
Southwest Research and Infonnation Center (SRIC) provides these comments regarding the
class 2 permit modification to the WIPP permit requested on August 28, 2001 and revised on
September 28, 200 I to change waste compositing for headspace gas analysis, change the visual
examination requirements, and change the procedure for headspace gas sampling.
SRIC strongly opposes the modification request and asks that NMED deny it because the request
is substantially incomplete, the activities proposed do not protect public health and the
environment and arc not consistent with the regulations.
Moreover, SRIC reiterates its long-held concern about the pcnnittees' continuing practice of
submitting incomplete. inadequate, and inaccurate modification requests that waste the time and
money ofNMED and the public. Indeed. the public suffers a "triple whammy": (l) it pays for
the permittees to prepare and submit inadequate applications (and sometimes pays for essentia1Jy
the same request multiple times). (2) it pays for NMED to review requests and make its
decisions, and (3) it pays with its own time and resources to review and comment on inadequate
requests. NMED must take decisive action to stop this process. SRIC has previously suggested
several possible measures, including informing the permittees that class 3 modifications will
only be reviewed on a consolidated basis once a year, and proposing dramatically increased fees
when multiple modification requests are pending simultaneously. NMED should also impose
strict penalties on violations of the permit, including the practices included in this request that
were inappropriately put into effect by the pennittees months ago.
Regulations under the New Mexico Huardous Waste Act (20 NMAC 4, l. 900, incorporating 40
CFR 270.42(b)(7)) provide that NMED may deny any Class 2 modification for any of the
following reasons:
( 1) the modification request is incomplete;
(2) the modification does not comply with other regulations covering the operating
standards for hazardous waste storage and disposal facilities~ or
(3) the conditions of the modification fail to protect human health and the environment.
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The requested modification fails to meet any of those standards, so NMED should deny
the request.

1. The mQ<Ji ficatjon reguest fQr compositinK of up to 20 samples should be dsaus;d because it is
in~oroplete. docs not comply with o.perating stapdard ree;ulations, and ,filiJs to protect 17ubJic
health and the envj,ronment.
The permittecs state that the modification request "will improve both effi.ciency and safety at the
generator/storage sites." (at 1). The modification request is inadequate because any
modification should improve safety at WIPP, the disposal site. Supposed improvements at the
generator/storage sites are not an adequate basis for a modification, especially since there is no
health and environment benefit proven for New Mexicans. In addition, the request is incomplete
because it alleges, but does not document the alleged improvements at other sites.
The information submitted in Attachment B of the modification request purports to show that
headspace gas compositing of 20 samples is equivalent to compositing of five samples and to
results on individual containers. The pennittees' technical evaluation is based only on
comparisons ofheadspace gas sampling at INEEL and Rocky Flats, but the permit modification
would apply to all sites. Analysis from those two sites, which have a long history of waste
characteri:r.ation for WIPP, is not sufficient to demonstrate that it is comprehensive for all sites
that would ship wastes to WIPP. Further. the very limited survey of wastes at IN EEL and Rocky
Flats is not sufficient to demonstrate that it is comprehensive even for the wastes at those two
sites.
Permit Attachment O states that the capacity of WIPP is 175,600 cubic meters of transuranic
(TRU) waste. (at ().. 5) As of October 25. 2001, WIPP had received less than 2.700 cubic
meters, or about 1.5 percent of the stated capacity. Of the amount received, about 842 cubic
meters was from INEEL and about 1,452 cubic meters was from Rocky Flats. DOE's current
environmental impact statement estimates that INEEL will send 28,000 cubic meters of contacthandled (CH) TRU waste to WTPP and that Rocky Flats will send 11,000 cubic meters ofCHTRU waste to WIPP. (Attachment 1). Moreover, in 1995 DOE signed a settlement agreement
with the State ofldaho to dispose of65,000 cubic meters ofTRU waste at WJPP or other
facilities outside ofldaho. Thus, the limited amount of waste and waste streams on which the
permittecs are basing their technical evaluation is not at all sufficient for the amounts of waste
that are to come to WTPP. Nor is the analysis sufficient for the two sites since it is based on a
very small percentage of !NEEL wastes and none of the Rocky Flats mixed waste streams_
The request is also seriously incomplete because compositing ofheadspace gas samples impacts
the ability of sites to identify and report tentatively identified compounds (TTCs). TI Cs were an
important issue during the permitting process. and there are extensive findings in permit hearing
record. See, for example, the Hearing Officer's Report, Findings of Fact #241-253 and
Conclusions of Law #32-40. Thus, the permit was adopted with a legal conclusion that:
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39. Permit Conditions Il.C.3.k and 11.C.4, and associated language regarding TlCs, are
conditions necessary to achieve compliance with the hazardous waste act and rebJUlations
specified at 20 NMAC 4.1.200 & 500 (incorporating 40 CFR §§261.20(b). 261.30(c)),
264. B(aXl), (b)(l),(2) & (3), 264.601, 264.60l(c) & 264.602), as required by 20 NMAC
4. 1.900 ( incorporating 40 CFR §270.32(bXl )).
That record and the findings of fact and conclusions of law must be complied wjth and proposed
modifications must be based on a similarly extensive factual record and determinations that
provisions of the permit are no longer valid, since the proposed modification is fundamentally
inconsistent with, and less stringent than. the permit provisions that would be changed.
Because the pennittees have not demonstrated that the changed methods of composite sampling
are protective of hwnan health and the environment, the modification request does not meet the
requirements of 40 CFR 264.13 related to waste analysis and 40 CFR 264.31 related to ensuring
that unplanned releases do not occur.

Similarly, the request does not protect public health and the environment, as required by the
pennit and reb'lllations, since it does not demonstrate that all TICs will be identified and reported
and that required headspace gas sampling will canied out in accordance with the permit.

2. The msxlification res,uiest to ,;ha.o~ tM procc;dures Jor visual s;x,amination of wast~
contaJuers must be dQni@ ~ it i~ incomplete does not wmply with reaulations, and do~
w m:otect public hMUh aqd tbs; enyiromnent
The request does not provide any basis for the change. Section B l-3b(3) of the pennit provides
that results of radiography can be made available to visual examination (VE) personnel prior to
VE taking place. With that information, VE personnel can take any necessary precautions in
opening the drum and examining its contents. The request provides no information the
inadequacy of the permit requirement. Indeed, examining drums that radiography has identified
as having unusual conditions provides an important check on radiography and should be
encouraged, not eliminated.
In the discussion in support of the request. permittees cite one drum at Rocky Flats (D82863),
which is included in Attachment C, as the only example of why the modification is needed.
Attachment C is the Real Time Radiography Waste Package Report. dated September 17, 2000.
The request is incomplete in that it includes no information that the drwn was subject to VE and
that any worker was endangered, or any VE report or any other infonnation that would be
necessary to support a modification request. The request is also incomplete in that it docs not
explain why one drum out of more than 11,000 that have been characterized under the
provisions of the pennit provides any basis to change anything in the permit. SRIC does not
agree that the one drum at Rocky Flats provides any basis for any change in the permit.
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The modification request would allow sites to develop ''safety conditions'' that apparently would
aJJow drums that otherwise would be subject to VE to not undergo that procedure. Those
conditions are not well defined in the proposed permit text. which could result in widely varying
practices being used at different sites. Such a situation would result in different procedures
being used at different sites, thereby leading to arbitrary results that would not meet the
requirements of the pennit. Once again, the request is incomplete. inadequate, and vague.
The permit requires containers subject to VE to be "randomly sampled. 0 (at B2..2). The request
would change that procedure so that it would no longer be random. but rather could exclude
certain drums randomly selected from VE. Such a change would fundamentally change an
important Waste Analysis Plan requirement for verification of radiography. Thus, changing this
one provision would substantially affect other provisions, which is not discussed; a further
aspect of incompleteness with the request.
The need for visual examination and the frequency that it should be done was an important issue
during the permit hearing and significant findings of fact (#205-212) and conclusions of law
(#20-22) were made to support the VE requirements in the permit. As a finding of fact. the
hearing officer concluded that the VE requirements "are required to protect human health and
the environment." Finding of Fact #212. That record and the findings of fact and conclusions of
law must be complied with wiless a similarly extensive factual record and detenninations are
made that provisions of the permit are no longer vali~ since the proposed modification is
fundamentaIJy inconsistent with, and less stringent than. the permit provisions that would be
changed_
Similarly. the request does not protect public health and the environment, as required by the
permit and regulations since it does not demonstrate that visual examination will carried out in
accordance with the permit and the Waste Analysis Plan, which is required by 40 CFR 264. 13.

Thst modification requem tQ ctuma:e the m:ocedures for takin&. samples Qf h®4§paCC wi:z
lbrouw, exiuin&: filh;;r vent holes mll5t be dem"1 becaua, it is inC.QmRJete, does not ~2m.pl.Y ID.th
reaulations, aod dQes not protect wblic health and the mvironment.

3.

The basis for the request is to provide an additional headspace gas sampling method_ The

discussion indicates that the reason for the request is to allow pipe overpack containers (POC) to
be sampled through the filter vent hole. Thus, this is a self.imposed problem since DOE created
POCs in order to ship highly radioactive residues to WIPP from Rocky Flats, a container and
wastes not specifically discussed in the permit application. Thus, the public has not had the
opportunity for full analysis of all the ramifications of POCs. AB they have done in the past. for
example with Drum Age Criteria and Centralized Conftnnation Facility modifications, the
permittees are using a piecemeal approach to b'ying to change the permit. Such an approach
results in an incomplete request that does not discuss the wide-ranging implications for POCs,
including other future changes that the pennittees would undoubtedly request, should this
change be approved.
4
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Among other things, the request should include infonnation regarding how many of the more
than 450 POCs that have been certified as of October 25 have been sampled through the filter
vent ho]e, and which containers have been sampled through procedures specified in the permit.
The request should specify what problems, if any, have occurred from the approved sampling
procedures.
Moreover, as written, the request would apply to all containers, not just POCs. The request is
incomplete because the justification is based only on POCs. yet the request includes no
infonnation about whether the new technique would provide for representative gas sampling for
containers other than POCs. The request includes no data to support the proposition that other
containers left unsealed for an unspecified amount of time would produce adequate headspace
gas sampling of the container. Such information must be included in any request.
The result of inadequate headspace gas sampling, in addition to violating the permit, would be to
allow drums of waste to come to WIPP inadequately characterized. Such drums could introduce
larger amounts of voes than that allowed by the permit. As such, the modification would not
comply with the regulations, including 40 CFR 264.31 and 264.60), and wouJd not protect
public health and the environment. Given these deficiencies. the request must be denied.

Thank you for your careful consideration of these comments.
Sincerely,

Don Hancock
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\}'as~ Isolation Pilot Plant Disposal Phase
Final Supplemental Environmental
Impact Statement
Volume I
Chapters 1-6

September 1997
I

'

Department of Energy
Carlsbad Area Office
Carlsbad, New Mexico
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2.1.3 Waste Management at the Generator..Storage Sites
The locations and volumes of the TRlJ waste inventory J.re given in Table 2-2 (for the Basic
Inventory) and Table 2-3 (for the Additional Inventory).
The l 990 SEJS-1 {DOE 1990) stated that WlPP may evenrually dispose of post-t 970 deferu,e TR U
waste from IO sites. These sites are identified in Table :?-2. Since 1990, DOE has identified
L! additional sites that either store or are anticipated to generate TRU waste. Eight of these sites
store or generate TRU waste considered t0 be pan of the Basic Inventory (Table 2-2). TRU waste
Table 2-2
11
Basic lnvcntol'y TRU Waste Volumes~.

..
Site

.

Hanfol'd Site lllanford)
Lo!l Alamos N11tionaJ Laboratory (LANL)

Idaho Nadnnal J!:ngineeriqg 110d £nvii:onmental
Laboratorv (lNEEL)
Ari;:onne Na1i1,nal Lahoratory - West (ANL-W)
.-\r2oonl" Nationiu Laboratnrv - E.Olt (ANL-E}
Savannah River Site (SR~1
Rocky fl11ts Environmental TechnolO&"Y Sit@

Stored (191)5)

Estimated Total
through 2022 '

(cubic meters)

(CU~ meters)

CH-TRU

RH-tRU

12.000
I l.000
28,000

200

7
25
2.900

Oak Ridl!e NatioqaJ I,aboratorv (ORNL)
Lawr~nce Li.,.ermore National Laboratory ILLNL)
Nevada Test Site (NTS)
Mound Plant (Muund)
Bettis Atomic Power L.iboratory {B1.--t1is)
Sandia Nacion.al Laboratories• AlbuQuerQue ($NL)
Paducah Ga~eous Diffu.~ion Plant (PGDP)
U.S. Anny Maleriel C"'mrnand (USAMC)
Eneni:Y Tcchnolo2v Enainei:rin!{ Center (ETEC)
University of Missoun Research Rea.ctor (U of Mo)
Ames u.boratory - lowa Staie Universiw {Ames)
B.attelle Columbqs LI1bon11orics (BCL)
Total11

220
19

750

1.300

··-

150

94

-·-

1.300
230

2.500

-·7
--·

3

2
l

·--

RH-TR.U

22,000
190

---

620
300

through 2033 ~
(cubic meters)

46.000
18.000
28,000

4,900

(RFETS)

CH•l'RU

Projected Total

-·-

--

220

---

9.600
9.300

--·
--·

1.600
940

2,900

630

--•

JOO

--·

llO

------

cu-nu

RH-TkU

57.000
21.000
28,000

29.000

1.000
200
12.000

1.700

11.000

---

1,700

li30

3.100
--··--

300

---

1,200

:!30
220

--•

---

7

170

9

-··

··-··-

14
6
3

·-...
...

17

6

2

7

7

I

l

l

-----

2

··-

--·
---

116,000

580
27,000

...

...

S80

62.000

3,600

--

g
]

1

-••
--•

---

580

135,000

35,000

The inventory for SEIS-U is bat.cl <ln BIR-3. which iakes imo account potential thennal treatment at some sites. The thermal
treatment, though, is not necessarily for PCB-commingled waste. TRU waste containing more than 50 !)arts per million of
PCBs canno: be disposed of at WIPP wiLhout applicable pennits. The Basic Inventory is waste that resulted from defeme
activities anu that was placed in reLrievable storage pursuant IO th,: Atomic Energy Commi5sion policy of 1970 and TRU waste
reasonably e~pected 10 be generated by Lhese ongoing activities. Volumes have been rounded. Actual totals may differ due to
rounding, Projectel.l totals havi: nor t,eei,. adjus1al in antictpation of disposal. A discussion of updated \lolumes and TRU waste
locations presentQd in the National Trmu"1'tlnic Wasrt MtllUlgtm~nt Plan is presented in Appendix J, throughout SElS-11,
where appropriate, and in Lhe Summary.
• Dashes indicate no waste.
" Post-1970 dden~c TRU wa.\tl: volumes through 2022 are estimated in BIR-2.
d The Proposetl Action, described in Chapter 3. is hased on operation of WlPP for 35 years through 2033. Total includes TRU
waste to be generated for 35 years,
• Sites in h<Jldface were included in SEIS-1. INEEL and ANL-W are located near each other and ate counted as a sinite site in
SEIS-U; howcv~r. ANI.-W is lis1ed sepanuety co indic11te its comribution co the invencory.
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